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Further Education institutions have always had a complex universe of

stakeholders, some advocates and some very much the opposite. 

 

The global pandemic has given rise to a period of transformational

change that has both complicated and enabled these relationships. As

many challenges as Covid-19 has presented for FE, it has also been a

critical catalyst for what many would say is overdue industry-wide

innovation.

 

With this in mind, Galibier PR, Chalkstream and Glove Consulting brought

together a group of industry experts and FE leaders from across the UK –

albeit virtually – to spark dialogue around the changing face of

communication in FE and the need to renew its approach to engaging

with allies, antagonists, and every stakeholder in between.  
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A new FE?

Rethinking learning spaces

Digital delivery

The student voice

Changing relationships

Communicating with stakeholders

The webinar broached these issues through three presentations:

Chalkstream’s Ben Verinder explored emerging intelligence around

various stakeholders' intentions and attitudes, then Rebekah Wilkins from

Glove Consulting shared her thoughts for evolving strategic planning in

view of new marketing and student recruitment needs. Galibier’s Oliver

Chesher wrapped up the session with a focus on PR and public affairs

strategies to influence perceptions, behaviours, and relationships within

the FE sphere.

This report summarises some of the main discussion points from these

presentations and the conversations they inspired, which can be

categorised under the following headings:

 

 

Allies and Antagonists
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and in her view there’s a paradox at play: recent months have seen the sector at once

rapidly evolve and continue to lag behind, slow to innovate and out-of-touch with the

modern digital agenda. 

 

Many participants agreed with C-Learning Executive Chairman Jamie Smith’s

comment that “innovation is no longer just an option”, but also acknowledged that

doing it well meant locking-in change long-term. Rebekah illustrated some of these

concerns: “Will FE revert to pre-Covid-19? Will we find a new normal? It’s unclear

whether recent developments, especially in online learning, have been caused by the

pandemic or just mobilised or magnified by it.” 

 

Mark O’Reilly, Managing Director of Just Ask Scarlett, envisaged that “we may be

faced with a completely different set of challenging circumstances next year,

especially economically.” There’s a competitive edge to innovation, the group agreed,

and institutions that are able to provide skills training and keep step with the rate of

change in education as well as the wider world will be rewarded; those who drift back

to pre-pandemic professional practice however, will be left behind. “It’s all about the

direction of travel”, Mark concluded.

 

Change has been an inevitable outcome

of the Covid-19 crisis, but what exactly

does it mean for FE? Associate Director

of Glove Consulting Rebekah Wilkins’s

presentation centred on this question,  

"Real change happens in a crisis" 
- Rebekah Wilkins, Associate Director,

Glove Consulting 



Covid-19 has accelerated migration to technology at a revolutionary pace, and FE is

no exception. Nor is this digital transformation imperative any passing surge; remote

learning, the group concurred, is a new reality that requires urgent investment and

with which the FE community must rapidly familiarise itself. 

 

The predominant sentiment was that the shift to digital pedagogy does not just involve

substituting the delivery method: it requires figures within FE to revolutionise the ways

in which they conceptualise the classroom. 

 

The significance of place was initially broached by Chalkstream’s Managing Director

Ben Verinder, as he discussed the company’s latest research into the effects of

Covid-19 on relationships within the FE universe. Part of the series, which was

conducted during lockdown across 8000 respondents in FE colleges and private

providers around the UK, focused on the descriptors that students use for their locus

of study. 

Fascinatingly, within only two weeks of lockdown, 15% of those surveyed described

college as “some place within their home”. This rapid alteration to students’

interpretation of their learning environment has material implications for the brand and

reputational management of FE institutions, Ben advised – especially considering

“how many FE campaigns in recent years have been centred on real estate!”, as

Galibier PR Managing Director Oliver Chesher added.
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"Learning isn't a place, it's a process" 
- Jamie Smith, Executive Chairman of C-Learning Ltd, a Google

Premier Education Partner



As conversation sparked around the identity of learning, Jamie Smith touched on a

fundamental idea -  that “learning isn’t a place” but a “process”. The group agreed that

decoupling education and physical location was precisely the type of thinking needed

to effectively and authentically embrace the digital future of FE.

A missed opportunity?
 

Mark O’Reilly made the compelling point that when it comes to capital funding

allocation, the distinction between online and bricks-and-mortar learning environments

has been critically overlooked. Back in March, the Treasury alongside the Department

for Education pledged a £1.5bn funding package for the FE and skills sector – £200m

of which has since been fast-tracked under the FE Capital Allowance (FECA)

programme. The FECA provision centres on upgrades to existing college estate

wherever deemed appropriate by FECDC surveys, Mark explained, having elaborated

in a recent op-ed for FE News that this renders “any college expenditure that supports

online provision, other than a rather narrow view of IT infrastructure, ineligible.” 

“This is a missed opportunity,” Mark suggested to the group. “Why at this crucial

juncture in education provision is investment geared to support B&M estate and not

cutting-edge blended learning, time-critical IT infrastructure, online assessment and

so on?”. Mark develops this point in his article, adding that “surely, [it would] have

been sensible to allow FE colleges the ‘freedom and flexibility’ to use the grant in

whichever way was most appropriate to support learners and the continuity of

provision?”
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https://www.fenews.co.uk/featured-article/54838-building-the-future-of-fe-fe-capital-allowances-a-missed-opportunity


That the strategic objectives of the FECDC report (NB conducted pre-pandemic) are

divorced from present-day priorities came as no surprise to the group who

acknowledged the dislocation as a symptom of FE’s perennial problem as, in

Rebekah’s words, a “straggling sector”.

Not all hope is lost, however: “In every situation there are always opportunities. They

need to be found, understood and acted on!”, Rebekah insisted, while Mark urged

proactive participation among the FE community, expressing the need to “lobby

powers to put online provision at the top of the agenda”.

The consensus was that “rebuilding” the FE sector should not just involve improving

existing B&M estate, but restructuring curricula, education provision, and course

design in digitally sensitive ways. Covid-19 has transformed how FE values the

“classroom” space, and this must be meaningfully reflected moving forward. 
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The pandemic has seen wide-scale behavioural change socially as well as at

individual and business level. Technology, conversely, seems to be a constant – and

a key driver – of modern experience. 

 

One upshot of this, the group agreed, is that – finally – FE is waking up to the role

technology will and must play in future educational practice. Matt Wingfield, Director

of Edtech Horizons and chair of the e-Assessment Association, cautioned that the

shift to digital delivery, though welcome, cannot be just reactive. Instead, it must be a

motivated and meaningful transformation that “tackles fundamental challenges and

displays strategic intent”, he said. 

inevitably drift back to pen and paper. Facilitating a formative, rather than summative,

approach to learning outcomes will be the key to this.”

Rebekah concurred about technology’s impact on the future of FE: “Although this change

is in its infancy in the UK, we are already beginning to see it take effect in FE circles. A

recent survey by Glove Consulting asked 200 participants how they wanted to receive

training for the new curriculum. An overwhelming majority – 86% – preferred online

delivery, while only 2% voted for a face-to-face model.” This demonstrates, even if only

anecdotally, Rebekah argued, both an appetite for blended learning and recognition that

its benefits extend beyond present compulsion or convenience.

Allies and Antagonists

It’s not about replacing face-to-face

learning, but showing the value of

digital delivery in and of itself
- Matt Wingfield, Director of Edtech Horizons

and chair of the e-Assessment Association

Matt told the group that “this is the

only way for the change in delivery

model to pervade long-term. Without

a valid reason for using online

learning or assessment, we will
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Digital delivery is “so much more than disseminating information”, Rebekah continued.

“It’s personalising, widening sharing, saving time, enabling learners to cover materials

at their own pace and so on.” 

 

It’s also a question of how we “future-proof our learners” and properly equip our

workforce and economy for a digital-first society, Rebekah added. Recent research by

the OECD focuses on how the pandemic has disrupted and conceptually made-over

learning, she explained: 

 

“The study draws on years of insights to better prepare the world of tomorrow. To

strengthen the learning ecosystem, it claims that the education sector has to

prepare effectively, learn from experience, create effective delivery, and build on

its pre-existing capacity to develop teaching and blended learning.”

Rebekah cited South Korea as a case study of what e-learning can look like when it is

given resources, planned proactively, and adopts ambitious targets. “Covid-19 has

accelerated the blended learning agenda in South Korea, but it was inevitable

regardless.” Oliver Chesher questioned why we can’t say the same for the UK: “We

have had the technology to deliver teaching and assessment digitally for decades…
why haven’t we kept pace with Korea?”
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Technology and the disadvantage gap 
 

Part of the reason, Ben Verinder suggested, is a basic discrepancy in the

technological capabilities and capacities across FE institutions: “Putting innovation

aside for a moment, lots of fundamental blockers persist. As soon as schools returned

in September, news stories popped up of colleges turning to philanthropy to obtain the

necessary resources and devices for teaching.” 

 

Mark O’Reilly further remarked that a digital-first FE sector threatens to adversely

affect learners without access to gadgets or adequate broadband – learners who

already “face a broader set of obstacles to success”. The group agreed that

technology will stymie and not stimulate progress if FE’s strategy fails to account for

these and similar socio-economic inequalities. 

 

Ben Verinder contended that this is only one, albeit incredibly important side of a

complex issue. Referring back to Chalkstream’s research series, he described how

while there is certainly an emerging appetite for remote learning, this does not amount

to a U-turn in sentiment among students – particularly with regards to Higher

Education: “The social desire to move away from home is undeniably still present,”

Ben reported to the group. “Motivating factors for studying at university are less of a

comment on local provision than they are largely experiential desires, such as

increased autonomy, or encountering new people and places.”
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Scepticism around digital learning similarly persists among certain stakeholders,

members of the group expressed. Rebekah asserted that if SLT and governors are to

support their organisations to move on, and not just make-do-and-mend, it is crucial

that they understand the need for change in the first instance.

She concluded with a call to action: “To weather the storm, but also to embrace the

future of FE, as a sector we must go above and beyond to humanise our colleges and

organisations, accept the change, assure stakeholders of stability, revolutionise our

offerings, and use what innovations Covid-19 has actually given us to our advantage!”
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Lived experiences of technology vary widely within FE – a sector whose stakeholders

span generations, from students to teachers, parents to governing bodies. The digital

competence gap even exists among the students themselves, Group Deputy Principal

at Kidderminster College Palvinder Singh advised: “The way young people

communicate constantly changes. My nineteen-year-old, for instance, predominantly

uses a laptop, while for my fourteen-year-old everything is mobile-based.” Colleges

have failed to account for this rapid evolution of the adolescent mindset when it

comes to teaching and learning processes, Palvinder suggested.

" - 

We are in the world of 'never

normal' now. Disruption is

business-as-usual, so the

future belongs to the agile                      

He expanded, explaining that if FE is to

successfully implement and sustain digital

change, then “we must prioritise the student

voice and experience”. This perspective was

warmly seconded across the group: “Nobody

changes faster than young learners

themselves!", stressed Oliver Chesher - a 
sentiment echoed by Jamie Smith who contended that “we are in the world of ‘never

normal’ now. Disruption is business-as-usual so the future belongs to the agile."

Ben Verinder reiterated his earlier point that barriers remain to this digital-first agenda

ahead of strategic intent and innovation, but advised that changes to staff groups

were likely to help revolutionise change delivery as “willingness to engage with

technology depends on age and staff demography”. 

- Jamie Smith
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Matt Wingfield shared an example from a recent survey by Edtech Horizons, where

approximately a third of staff at one college had never used a Virtual Learning

Environment (VLE) before Covid-19: “It’s this kind of baggage that thwarts swift

change”.

“Blended learning sure, but what about blended working?”
- Palvinder Singh, Group Deputy Principal, Kidderminster College

A focus on blended working as well as blended learning should help to address this

discrepancy in digital competence, Palvinder Singh shared. “There are pockets of

innovation up for grabs, and with Ofsted unable to make judgements based on

national achievement rates this year, it’ll turn to the intent and purpose of the

curriculum, how it’s sequenced and its impact. The student voice must lead this

debate, because while the world’s been changing, and young learners with it,

teaching in FE has failed to keep pace.”

 

Digitising the FE agenda in today’s climate, then, may well see students become an

even more influential stakeholder group than they already are.
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As FE’s priorities shift, stakeholder needs and relationships inevitably change too.

Certain stakeholders may feel isolated from the agenda, Rebekah warned, “impacting

how, and if at all, we can influence them”.

When it comes attracting student applications, Ben clarified that Chalkstream’s

research did not register a negative shift in terms of students’ intentions – indeed,

less than 5% surveyed reported the desire to alter their pre-pandemic plans. The

impact of Covid-19 on “course design and the ability of institutions to deliver on the

courses students want” on the other hand, will most likely play a role in enrolment;

studies have consistently shown course suitability to be the dominant factor in

students’ choice of college, Ben showed.

A question mark remains over applications for vocational specialisms, however, given

the uncertainty around youth unemployment and work placement opportunities. “If the

Government is to truly understand and support the need for change,” Rebekah

appealed, “it has a responsibility to talk to providers and employers, re-evaluate the

employee taskforce, and ensure the viability of apprenticeships.”

When it comes to international students, Geoff Chapman, an independent assessment

expert and education consultant, suggested that FE may have an “emerging rare

advantage” over HE institutions, many of which are “overly-exposed” to the income

brought by overseas study. "There is an opportunity for FE", he expanded, to “call the

shots for deeper collaboration with HE on shared use of estate, tech investment, and

employer output.”



As the conversation turned to parents – a stakeholder group often overlooked in FE –

Ben Verinder explained how in some cases “Covid-19 has exacerbated pre-existing

communication problems”. Given too that “parental insight is theoretically sharper” as

students spend more time at home, “the failure of institutions to engage with parents

means they miss out on a considerable, if unexpected opportunity.”
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“The stakes are acutely high for FE right now, making risk and reputational

management more important than ever.” This is the view of Galibier PR’s Oliver

Chesher, who spoke to the group about the fundamental need for an effective

stakeholder communications strategy in FE institutions: “Even if there’s no regulatory

mandate in education to keep stakeholders updated, it’s an obligation nonetheless.”

 

Oliver outlined some initial tactics for FE organisations to influence attitudes and

perceptions, including how to profile stakeholders and recognise any risks and/or

opportunities they may present. 

 

“Consistency is key,” Oliver elaborated. “Communication strategies must be

organisation-wide, starting at board level.” Yet, this does not mean limiting your

approach to blanket press releases – a “common misstep” of many colleges, he

warned. “Tailoring your message is non-negotiable. Stakeholders’ motivations and

perceptions will vary to extremes, and institutions must anticipate and be sensitive to

that.”

 

It distils into two key communications objectives, Oliver continued – “to mobilise allies

and convert antagonists. FE organisations should be asking themselves: what

opportunities are there and how can we seize them? What challenges are there and

how can we combat them?” 



Covid-19 has actually dismantled barriers in both respects by helping to identify

alignment(s) of interest. “We’re all fighting the same crocodile, so it’s about finding

ways to work together, whether it’s incentivising our allies to take more immediate

action or using this period as a clean slate to approach antagonists, address any

gripes, and collaboratively strategise how to move forward”, Oliver said.

We're all fighting the same crocodile
- Oliver Chesher, Managing Director, Galibier PR

FE is an industry that is

“undeservedly beleaguered” in the

press, Oliver concluded. 

"A compelling comms strategy will seize control of the narrative and remind the world

of the vital work colleges do day in day out for their communities.”
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Recent months have set the stage for a necessary step-change in the

scale and breadth of ambition across the FE sector, including how it

structures its provision, approaches digital delivery, and engages with its

stakeholders – “allies and antagonists” alike. The prevailing sentiment

among the group was clear: innovation is no longer a luxury – the time for

change is now, and FE has no choice but to keep up.
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Oliver Chesher is founder and managing director of Galibier, a PR

and public affairs agency specialising in education, financial and

other high-risk and regulated sectors.

He is an expert in turnaround strategies for clients under threat or

reputational risk, as well as providing board-level strategic counsel

for campaigning, stakeholder communications and change

management. His agency team has delivered award-winning

education campaigns in the UK and internationally, including

curriculum reform, assessment technology and knowledge-sharing.

Rebekah Wilkins has worked within education leadership,

marketing and student recruitment for over 20 years.

 

As part of an executive team at a large FE College, Rebekah was

responsible for marketing and communications, student services

and apprenticeship business development. Rebekah is working

with education providers across the country in her role as

associate director at Glove Consulting.

Ben Verinder is managing director of Chalkstream, an agency

delivering reputation and market research, management

consultancy and training to the education sector.

 

He is a CIPR Founding Chartered Practitioner and lead chartered

status assessor, a judge on several education awards and a

regular speaker on communication, reputation and market research

in education. A former in-house Communications Director, Ben

advises senior teams and boards on strategic planning issues,

informed by research insight.
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